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“While the corporate market has advanced, personal
contracts have lost ground as prices have continued to rise.

Expanding the market will remain an uphill battle in the
current economic environment and as some potential

customers consider topping up NHS services with private
self-pay."

– Patrick Ross, Senior Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Older Millennials have big potential as a target market
• GP 2.0: the battle to perfect primary care
• Impact of mental health conditions could increase interest in cover

The private medical insurance (PMI) market is being defined in recent years by the expansion of
corporate coverage and the contraction of personal coverage. Employers’ rising confidence during the
economic recovery has encouraged investment in employee benefit schemes, boosting the reach of
corporate PMI. By contrast, suppressed disposable incomes and rising premiums have damaged
personal PMI sales.
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Bupa takes the top spot by customer share
Figure 28: Private healthcare insurance provider, April 2017

Tackling mental health

Bupa launches guide for line managers supporting staff

AXA PPP makes BioBeats stress management app available to customers
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Bupa retains adspend top spot
Figure 29: Above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on private healthcare insurance, by advertiser,
2015-17*

TV advertising drops off in 2017
Figure 30: Above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on private healthcare insurance, by media type, 2017

Figure 31: Above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on private healthcare insurance, by media type,
2015-2017*

Search and social advertising is highly competitive

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Figure 35: Brand personality – Macro image, August 2017
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Figure 36: Brand personality – Micro image, August 2017
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Figure 37: User profile of Bupa, August 2017

Figure 38: User profile of Simplyhealth, August 2017

AXA relies on key traits earned from other general insurance markets
Figure 39: User profile of AXA, August 2017

Aviva thrives on reputation for trust and fairness
Figure 40: User profile of Aviva, August 2017

VitalityHealth solidifies brand recognition following 2014 rebrand
Figure 41: User profile of brand, August 2017

Similar levels of ownership of PMI and health cash plans

A quarter of PMI holders have made a claim in the last two years

64% of PMI holders are confident in the services provided

Only 6% of non-policyholders say they can afford health insurance

Key high frequency services draw strongest limited cover interest

Almost a third of the non-insured would avoid NHS wait through private self-pay

GP service quality tops list of NHS priorities

Sentiment towards the NHS has worsened over the past year

Similar levels of ownership for PMI and health cash plans

Brand Research

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Health Insurance Product Ownership
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Fewer than one in 10 have a condition- or treatment-specific policy
Figure 42: Health insurance product ownership, August 2017

PMI is more likely to be arranged through an employer than other products
Figure 43: Health insurance product ownership, by arrangement method, August 2017

A quarter of PMI holders have made a claim in the last two years

PMI holders are more likely to have expanded cover in the last two years
Figure 44: Private medical insurance-related activities, August 2017

Men far more likely to have increased cover than women
Figure 45: Private medical insurance-related activities, August 2017

Older customers tend to be less engaged
Figure 46: Private medical insurance-related activities, August 2017

Rewards help improve engagement with PMI products
Figure 47: Private medical insurance-related activities, by reward recipients, August 2017

63% of PMI holders say they understand exactly what’s covered …

… and 64% are confident in the services provided
Figure 48: Attitudes and experiences of the insureds, August 2017

Virtual GP services begin to gather momentum
Figure 49: Experiences with virtual GPs, August 2017

Older people more likely to say they understand the extent of their cover

Virtual GPs are reaching almost half of 16-44s
Figure 50: Attitudes and experiences of the insureds, August 2017

Only 6% of non-policyholders say they can afford health insurance
Figure 51: Perceptions of affordability, August 2017

Older Millennials could be open to taking out PMI
Figure 52: Perceptions of affordability, by generation, August 2017

Key high frequency services draw strongest consideration
Figure 53: Interest in limited cover policies, August 2017

Older Millennials show potential for limited or modular policies
Figure 54: Interest in limited cover policies, by generation, August 2017

14% would consider three or more limited cover policies
Figure 55: Number of limited policies considered, August 2017

Figure 56: Interest in limited cover policies, by number of limited policies considered, August 2017

Access to GP services and hospital admission could tempt cost-conscious
Figure 57: Interest in limited cover policies, by perceptions of affordability, August 2017

PMI-related Activities

Attitudes and Experiences of PMI Holders

Perceptions of Affordability

Interest in Limited Cover Policies
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Almost a third of non-insured would avoid NHS wait through private self-pay

Some favour cure over prevention
Figure 58: Approaches to self-pay treatment, August 2017

35-44s most likely to self-pay to avoid the waiting list
Figure 59: Approaches to self-pay treatment, by age, August 2017

Almost half of potential PMI customers say they would self-pay
Figure 60: Approaches to self-pay treatment, by perceptions of affordability, August 2017

GP service quality tops list of NHS priorities
Figure 61: NHS services under scrutiny: quality or access, August 2017

Existing PMI holders prioritise access
Figure 62: NHS services under scrutiny: quality or access, by health insurance product ownership, August 2017

A mix of access and quality factors remains important as people age
Figure 63: NHS services under scrutiny: quality or access, by generation, August 2017

Sentiment towards the NHS has worsened over the past year

Responding to the stresses and strains
Figure 64: NHS services under scrutiny: five-year outlook, August 2016-August 2017

Baby Boomers most likely to have poor outlook for the NHS
Figure 65: NHS services under scrutiny: five-year outlook, August 2017

PMI holders far more confident about NHS prospects than non-holders
Figure 66: NHS services under scrutiny: five-year outlook, by health insurance product ownership, August 2017

Non-holders who could afford PMI are more likely to feel positive about the NHS
Figure 67: NHS services under scrutiny: five-year outlook, by perceptions of affordability, August 2017
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